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ABSTRACT
. 0 .w

This paper is-concerned.iith,the process of human
reading as a.high-level perceptual task. Drawing, on insights from
artificial-intelligence research -- specifically,- research in matural
laAguage processing and continuous. speech understanding---the paper
attempts 'to presedt a fairly concrete picture of the kinds of
hypothesis formation and inference processes that must take place
during the reading process. It. makes the case that many more
alternative hypotheses are forme'd and evaluated than one might expect
and that the majority of such processing happens belowthe level of
Conscious introtiection. Two-text passages .of different levels of
difficulty are considered in detail, and the applicability of such
ariifical-intelligence 'insights to the modeling of human readiAg- are
discused. (Author)
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Abstroati

This paper is concerned they process of_hUman reading as
-

%a high-level perceptual ,task. Drawing on insights from

Artificial Intelligende% research specifically research in
S

natural language processihg and continuous speech u derstandiu

---the papeP attempts to present a fairly concrete picture of the
'or

kinds of hypothW.s formation and inference, processes that must

take plaoe,during,the reading process. It Makes the ,case that

many more alternative hypotheses are formed and evaluated than

one might expect and that the majority of such processing happens

telow the level of 'conscious introspection, Two text passages of

different.levels"of.difficulty are consideed in detail, and the

applicability of such Artificial- Intelligence insights-to the

-modeling of human reading are discus'sed'..
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1.- Overview
. .

_ .

i 1 Multiple /Theory Formation'.

High -level perdeptual tasks' such as reading, speech

understanding, and visual sc e interpretation are characterized/
. .

d7by_ the need todiscover a ttr tured interpretation that accounts

for the stimuli pre ent' This process is prerequisite to
a.

'deciding what has been p'erceived, and thus precedes whatever

process decides what to do with the resulting perception -- what

significance to. attach to it, whether'to remember it, how to

incorporate it into the knowledge base of the perCeiver; etc'. In

this paper,I will attempt to make the'case that the process of

arriving at an interpretation of the input involves the formation

and evaluation of many alternative partial hypOtheses about the

input and that this process fides on ldrgely below thej level of

introspective- awareness- of -Vhe perceiver-. Even'though skilled

reading involves a variety of "metacognitive" strategies [Brown,

:1978], in normal reading these processes are themselves invoked

without conscious attention to the process of doing'so:

twill focus on the problem' of reading, and -jaill draw on

insights apd analogies from work in,NaturaL'Language-ParSing and

'Continuous Speech pnderstanding. Since 'I dO not tave space here

to give an adequate .introductiop. to all Of. the-background -

material that I would like to use, I instead refer` the

reader to 'three previout papers: "Mea) ning and Machines'? [Woods,'
.=.__ t

. .

1973b], "syntax, Semantics; ,anSpeech" [Woobs, 1975a] 'and .

-"What's,. in A Link: FOundations\for Semantic Networks" [Woods,
4 \
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.Multiple Ttleory Formation'

197-5b], /The most recent- material on speecti 'understanding' is

.unfortutately only contained in technical reports. I recommend

particular the BBN final resort [Woods et,a1.,4i976-], Volg. I,

JII,IV, and V. For a brief overview of the BBN speech

understanding systein, see Wolfand Woods [1977]

MultioleHvooth"esecs. Backtracking, and .Nondeterminism

A
. ,

Many of our intuitions about techniques for dealing with

multiple hypotheses come fromitwork.lin parsing algorithms foF

formal grammars.- This, is an area where bOth theoretical results

in'autOmata theory and empirical results from programmed' parsers

are available.- Other - -areas where such insights can be gained Are

formal theorem proving, machine vision, and continuous speech

understanding. Perhaps the earliest and most widely known
/

mechanism for handling multiple .hypOtheies is the prediaive

analyzer or pushdown store parser [Kuno & Oettinger, 1963],

-using backtracking ..to handle the .possibility of multiple

alternatives.

.

Vpuqdol.in-s:ftreyarser is essentially, an algorithm. far_

analyzing -a sentence in terms' of rules- such as "a sentence

Consists f a . noun' phrase ,followed by 'a. verb *phrase". it

operates oy, using a stack or "pushdown_ store" of wordS and

phrases that" are expected to,odgUn-in the .sentence and at each

5

. . ,
.

step, compares 'the-Jwnext input Mord against the top item on the4 "N.

stack, either.finding" a match between the current word and the
*

-. 3 -
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,i,. .

_ predicted category,;.finding that the ctIrrent word ia,in patlb

Kuaipre Theorx,Prfatibn

with the predicted category, br expanding,apredict6d ptir4 404

to a sequence of words and\phrases_that would realize. it
which case the new predicted categories- replace the.' one _

.

whiCh they, are derived on the stack): The stack operates ,ve

much like the spring loaded stacks of dishes and trays that on

finds fin some cafeterias (from wfiiCh it derives its name)..
. ,

Backtracking, refers to the process of, Saving enough information
.

. .. .

before making a choice among alternatives (in tie,case before
f. .

,
_,

choosing a particular rule to expand a phrase type)oso that at a

.
. . -

later time the situation. pli'ior:.to the chotoe can be reconstructed

and aAifferent choice selected.

.For,exampLe, if ,a backtracking parsdi encounters a wopd that

can bgpeither a noun or a Verb in a context where both nouns and

Verbs would be-acceptable (albeit with different interpretations)
. .

.

i .
,

then enougb information is saved to,remeMber the current position

! ,

in the sentence and all of the decisions made so far. before
_._ 4 .

,
.

making one of the choices, say treatinethe word ,as a noun.
,

. . ,
.. ,

Subsequently -if this" choice do4 not lead to an acceptable
- :

. complete parising (or in any case if all .possible parsings are

ceguirea), the sawed inf*thation:is re&tored_and the other .choice
..

tit

is g

Backtracking is not 'the only may.lof'-dapiemenn.ng an
J

algoritht for' el-M!ng:111ultiple alternatiyes,'riOwever. Other

methods involve the creation af separate virtual .processes :fOP ._

. .

,
. ,

,t
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Multiple Theory Formation0-

,

each .of _thg. alternative Choices which can--then be run ini

.

,pardIlel or in sOidee prioritized order. (A virtual process
. .,

beha*es conceptually_ as if it were an ongoing process, but may ins a

t.fact *be . competing for time and resource's with other such

processes so that the 'number, Of' processes actually receiving

resources at any given moment may be fewer than tO-number of

"virtual" processes that are conceptually "active ".)

,Apneral method for specifying and discussing algorithmsT r
for this kind of processing of multiple alternatives-is to treat

'the.algo,ritlims as procedures one of Whose,basic instruction typef -

has- the meaning "choose one of the following alternatives
-: '..-..".

411

Such procedures `are "executed" by an interpreter that

systematically considers._all possible combinations of such

choices, ether 1).Y backtracking or by the method of separate

virtual eocesses. Such' algorithms are referred to -as'

nondeterministic algorithms, not because their'evenpal behavior

is not determined, but because the specification ,of, the exact
. r .

drde'r in which 'the variou
.su

alternatives will be conSideredrAnd-

the - mechanism by which the combinations .choices will be,-r

enumerated are not overtly*speCified as part of the algorit*

Parsing natural language is fundamentally a nondeterminisic

process. -, That is, it isno possible to -make --all op--the

,decisions based solely on 'local information. -lather,. tentative11,

decisions must be made -acrd explored to sel>f their consequenceS
1are pla'usibig. For' example, the decision as to' whether ,a given

-

-5 -
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Multiple. Theory Formation

word is being used as a no un or a verb depends on whether g
,

complete Pars'ing' can .be fbuhd under one or the other of the two

assumptions. Thus "Fly" in "Fly fishing is furt"'is a noun (used

as" a modifier), "Fly fishing equipment to_ Lakeview Lodge
4-

as soon as possible" it is- a verb. (If you required a few .

*-,
. seconds to find the Correct interpretation of this sentence due .

to an initial incorrect interpretation ,of "Fly fishing," ,then you

., have experienced what is known aS'.the "garden path" phenom-enon.)

Occasionally, several choices will lead to a doulete parsing, in

which case the sentence is ambiguous (as in "The girl guides'

'fish",.which could either be'a statement about.what girl -guides

do in- their spare time -or a-descriptioaof a shepherdess for

fish).

P*edidtive' parsing is an intuitively satisfying analogy for

.

thiriking 'about human sentence processing singe it seems to
- i:-

cOrreSporid well to our introspective awareness 6f-stages of the

'parsing .process. Notably, if the sentenceds stopped at some

pbint we can generate....a-completion; in -general, we know what

kinds of words to expect next.ateach' point.; and occatioaally we

are aware of having mode a false early decision and having t,o-

,

back up to look, for another alternative (in gawderi path sentences.

like the one above). One-soon gets into difficulty with this

analogy, however, sirroe systematic predictive analysis for a

haturaf, language grammar makes many more extr eous tentative

excursions down false parsing paths than people to. Algo,

40
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-kultiple Theory. Formatiion?c

4

! the time required-by-people to, recover frpth a,garden,path seems

,

to be, much shorter thah that wired-by backtrabking'parser
a

[Collins & Quillian, 1971] In
.

the, Artificial Intelligence

),
'field, this has'given rise t a, search-for techniques:to make the

f -

enumeration-_ of Parse pat more selective (e:g.-, by using

"semantic" information) order to correspond more closeXy to
J

the level of backtracking that we are aware of when we read. In'
V

other quarters, it ha- given ,r,ise''to tab labeling of such .

'

,processes as "Gestalt". treating the process a black box whose'

$
" internal workings one does not attempt, to understand.

eft

In this ,paper I will attempt to make the'case for another
.

account, namely that the amount of partial hypothesis formation

that a person actually performs in such tasks is far more than it '

_seems, and that .the bulk of it occurs , beldw, the-level of

introspective awareness. I will draw largely on experience' in

constructing speech understanding systems:. In the speech

understanding Sask, it is relatively _easy to make the. case that

'there 4's a great deal of hypothesis formation and testing

requ ,ired even to know whet words have been heard, much less how,'

they 'are to be parsed and interpreted. Holger, most of this
_ .

processing takes place exceedingly fast and without conscious

effOrt. , Once it is realized that The human perceptual processes

are Capable af'making large numbers of alternativ& hypotheses and

choosing among them- _on the basis 'of relatively high-level
4

plauslbility judgments

mmmmommilmommormimmY

- all- without conscious effort or

-

9
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.
i
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''f k t
i

1 4 ,

jawarene7-----) ss -- itis not diificult to imagine such capabilities-
4

.
,

I (\
..

-being used in eeading and other high-lemel perceptual tasks.:

z

3. Characteristics of the Speech Understanding Process
.

.A naive view of speech understanding might consider. -it as

**process of successively recognizing speech sounds (calle'

phonemet), groupihg, phonemes into words, parsing word sequences

into sentences, and finally interpreting the. meanings of, "those

sentences. However, considerable experience now - indicates that

the acoustic evidence present in the original ,speech signal

not sufficient to support such a process [Woods and Makhoul,

'1974] . For sentences recorded from continuous s4eech, it is not
k r

generally possible to reliably determine Zhe phonetic identity of

the individual-plibpemes -(or even to be sdre ho\ many phonemes are

present) using the acouste.ividence alone. ExperimentS in

spectrogram reading [Klatt and Stevens, 1971] indicate that the

reliability of such determinations can be increased by use of, the

redundancy)p4oVided by Rnowledge-of the vocabulay', the,syntax of

the language,. and semantic and. pragmatic consirerations.

Tape splicing experiments [Wanner, 1973] seem to indicate

that this low-level acoustic, / ambiguiiti is an inherent

characteristic `of speech and noit a'limitation of`hUma'n

-spectrogram-reading. Specifically, intelligibility of individual
- .

words excised frOm' continuous speech is verP'low, but the .o

intelligibility' increases when sequenceS of two or three words`

J
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. .

are exCised. It appears that,t e additional ,co raiht of hating
.

.

. . ,.,
to make 'seise in a. larger context, egins t6 r,aOlve the

'ambiguities tpatswere 'pi-et'en t whe only.lhe ZCOUstic evidence was

considered. This 10TOCepSi ho4ver,-happens below the level of L

~1k

.-
. - . , . .

Multiple Theor ormation

, a

intrbspection, anti has the'subjeptive charioteristles of a'

wholl.stic or Ge§tialt phenothenon.- Th4t is, 4f a sufficiently long

se'queneem, of continuous .spedch Ls- 'heard, 'its. correct
.,..

. IF
.

. .

i.
/interpretation . usually appea4ns immediately and 'effortlessly,

without consgious 4lat:eness of 'the details f the ss. The/
.,

vast majorilty:of our spoken_ communications .ulicier;:tood in thi,s.

manner, and it is mar kedly .Contcated.with-hose cases .'wher'e, an '

,A) 't It
) o y

uttepance' is garbled sufficiently to invoke conscious effort to
. t

decide- what was said.
t, 4

---
, TkleOries4 Monitor s; 14otices, and EtgntS -

, A Compu011tional, Framework foFTerceOtion-
.,A,

. .
. .

,The BBN4silleech understanding system [Woods et al., 1976;
.. , ..

)
k

Wolf And Woods, 19771 has ''evolved within a general framewofk fdr6
s

viewing perceptual Orocesses-. Central to' this` framework is an'-
. .

'Al'.
,

. .,

entity called a theo,ry, A theOry represedtS a partioulaFr,
. .

hypothesis about some or all of the sensory, stimuli that, are
.

. _____ .

,

v-
present, RPrception is ,,viel,4ed as the process of forming a

. . / .

believable Coherent thebrY which ,can account'for all the stImuli: .

, - , - , .,

This is arrived at by_ successiie refinemeni and extension of
43

partial theories until,. best complete theory is found.
Ar

.
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.: )

f In gener 1, a hig4-level' r'be_pt an 'process requires the ,

. . .ability cp.re ognize any me r or a poste tia4y .infinite , class
'w .' . .,. # .....

i 'of, percepti obj . that ar"o dCfifed aut. of 'elementat4y 1"°'
/ . . t

.
--constituent - '-cording, kn9wn .ru . That' is,. the object.

4 -

'mu,ktIPid'Theory'FormatIon

perc is *geneoraa a. compo n'd object, 'conti-licted from.
1

-,..; : -

members of a finite set of ele entary constituents -adcordingd to
-)

, 0 . 6

6. -A
soma ind -of we 1-for driesS, rules'. .These elementary1

,

,

.
.

coinstituentPi

s 'as, well as the.relationShips'ationg
_

_the_then that are
// ,

. o.
invoked in the 'well,formedness rule's,- must's-be directly,

0,/
. - 7

- / ,

. A, .

, .

.
. 4

perReAible. Th6s,, a perceptual' system ',must incorporate some 4,
--,

,basic epis emologi.oal.assumptions about the kinds of thing;ithat.
,- .

"'Sy' ' ,.-

.......,it can eive and'the. ,rules ,goyerning their assembly. ( The
.

..

we -formedness ',rules can be 'used to:reject' impossible. I

//interpretations of the input stimuli, and may also be usealNle.,to
',,

,, -.
.1-

,0.
.

.

predict- other,, constituents- that. could be present tf....a given.;
r .

V

,partial' theory is convect;
. .

. -...
This perception framework assumes meohanIsms for using

\

subsets cf. the input stimuli to form initial "seed'! tilrihees.
,

.

for certain - elementary constituents (stiu1-'ariven

hypothesization) and mechanisms for deriving hypotheses for'
.

.,_

addi compatible constituen0- from a( partial;, theory,

(theory- driven,, or predicted, hypothesization*)%'_ It also assumes-.

mechanisms for verifying a hy'pothesis,against:the.input stimuli

,and evaldatingithe well-formednss of a compund 'hypothesis to.

4'

measure at' quality and/or likelihood. A theory

- 10 7
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- 'Multiple Theory Formation.
'

_

may therefore be thought of as a hypothesis that has been

evaluated in this way and assigned measure of on e.

, '

Id. the caseof speech understariding, a fheory:can range from

an elementary hyptithesis that a particular word iso)re'sent at a
._. .%

partidtlar 'Vint' in _Ohe input, (a word math) to a. complete
.

_v.
hYpotheSi Rf'a comeiftng sequence .Of words with. a -complete .

,,, . .
, 1 ) 4,,- -

,--.,

syntactic and semantic interpretation. (In gerieral;4a theory can r.
,

4
I'',a set o?,aOmptible word:hypotheses with gapS bctween the'm and* .

..,

with partial syntactic and semantiC interpretationsPT A parfial.
',. .-14

, ..,

..

.....;i

theory,may beable to generate predictions for appropriate 'words ,

.. -.- .
.

s'. I.

-t1.,,

- ,... J.p-onclasses, of words ether Adjacent to Wie'words K
already'

hypothesized, or possbly elsewhere in the utterance.

_ 4edictions.are dealt with in our computational fizamewor-k, by
.

. sZ.---- ,
two kinds of:deviceS: monitarsx- which are passively waiting fo'r'gr.

expected abnstituentsl. and proposals, ,which are elementary
.-

%
.

164thypotheses that are to be evaluated against:the input. ,Proposals. 7*.

i-- ,. .
.., .

, % ---.)... \ _
.,

result in actively seeking stimuli that would'verify them, while

.Monitora passively wait for such- hypotheses to be formed. "The 0,4.

,

functioning of mom.pors assumes that, -there, is an orgaglizing
:;

..
,

*bur notion ol%stimulus-driven hypOthesization is essentially the
:same as .that of ."bbtitom.-up". proc'essing refqrsed" to, iri. many
discussions '.of . such Focesses. , .HoweveM. out', notion of
theory-driven. hypOhesizatian ,is siig4ply:-difterent -from .the

1 - -

-sense -usually given to "tOp-dOwe processing .in that it does not _,

`-necesdartly imply any global '("topmost",) 'hypotheSis,- but only
predictability 'by- some _other,hypothesista which may itself have -r- '''' .

been-derived "bottomzUe. The. term's "top- down ", and_,°bottom-up" '

.
.

in this. sense'come from ;the literature -on vOnmal p %sing '-
, P --( 4 'algorithms. ., i

. -

4

- 11 -
441..
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%

. ,

'structure into which all derived partial hypOtheses are placed as

ttilp arq disovered and that:the monitors can essentially set.

''.'trapd?.in this structure for.the kinds of,events that -they, are

watching for4OPThiS is to.be cohtrasted with continuous 'parallel
'

evaluation.af special proce4ses (frequently called ';demons ")_ to--

Multiplt Theory ForMation

watch fore expected patter s in the input ,stream. Monitors. -
N.

.

perform no*computation unt _and unless soms'other process makes

an entry,of the kind .they are- waiting for in some data Structur

\ ,4
,.

_
The 'functioning of, monitors- is-illustrated by an early

4" / )

*
4

.speech understanding system .dealing with concentrations of

elemenp in lunar rocks; There; Tor- example, a word

for*Onclf4?ation" would Set ,monitors 'on. the' concept nodes
7

fo'r SAMPLE and .CHEMICAL ELEMENT in the semantic network..If
s-.-_. . .

word such as "Helium" was Subsequently found anywhere else in the

utterance, a check'-in -the semantic network starting with Helium.
o .

would lead to the superset category CHEM AL 'ELNENt where it

would wake up the monitor from "concentettion", thus detecting s
-1

. ....-.
.....

..
the coincidence of a detected .hypothesis 'and a predicted_ .

hypothesis [Nash-Webber., 197. ° ,

i .

,-(

When a Monitor is triggered, an event is created 'calling for
_-

:tiae evaluation 'Of a new hypothesiS and tie creation of-a new
.

. --

. ,

. ,.- theory if.the-*pohesis is not rejected. In general, 'a number
. ,

of events are ,competing for service by the-prosesSor at any-

perception,
.

moment. p. In human erception,. there ivy be full parallel'
, ,

processing of such events, but in a serial machine, these events,_,____,__._

- 12. -

'14.
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- Multiple Theory, Formation

must be.queiled,..and given processing resources on the basis of
.

some priority ordering. (Even in human.perception, there is
,

probaDly some sort of priority allEfcation of resources, since IV

yarious kinds--of inter, erence can occur.), In our'computationtl

frame cork, events arvmaintained on a queue in order of priority,
.

the top event being processed it each step.

4-7
'''--)

The procesS ing of an event can result -in new proposals being
-....5,

. ,
.

.

m
. . .

made new monitors being set,- and existing monitors being
..-

t .=
...tc?ggered to produce ,new. events. Since so Much hinges on the

t,
event chosen for processing, a major issue is that of 'assigning--

)

A

priorities -to efenta -id o-l!,,d6r---to -find --,the-i-mostclikely

'interpretation of the input. In the BBesystei, priority- scores

are assigned on the basis of bayesian ,estimates Of the

probabilities of the competing theories,- and certain control!'

47.--'ategi and priority scoring melAics can be guarapteed to

discover most pdobabie interprIktion of the input.-

---

5. 'Control. Strategies-

The above disbussion leaxes open issues such as mben should

4.
seeds be formed, how many should be considered, should all seeds

. i -.....,

be worked on in paraIlel, eec. These issues we refer to as
,... . .

..

control 'issues. = They have been Critically important in

computerized speech' understanding systems.,-In the BBN system,
.

computerized
t, f,

,,..

for example, there are a variety of'differept control strategies
.. _, .

that-all fit within the above,paradigm. Figure 1 i'llustrates -one

6.$
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# SCORE REGION- THEORY

L,

1- 0

2 0

3 -.=455

,, , .,

.1T -:1 1.1'fr 1 ADD '--

:1

4-7 NEED :

0-3 -..Skit.-!: .

-..

it

4 -.605 12-17 , TRIP

5 .7.27 , 1-5 Mit z
, . .

-6 -.769 8-11 THERE: .-

7 -1.25 12-18 TRIP-S !

8 -1'. /17 = 0-5 ' SHELLY

9 -1.65 END
4

10 -).72. `, 't'.1 -14 'AND.
4r1r!.-

11
4. ...,

' ....1 473 1 -5 'Z' ANN ' -.'.

...,/
.'

.---?,1,
4 a

12 .i. 1,74 0-5 -' .' !,C,HE_,YENNE 1
,.,

. ----: 4;
.

13 2.19 414/ BERT'
6

7

1
,

14 -2.26 , ..- 2/6 ANY '-..:";/.. - ,-
15 -2.8 -,./ 0-5 - 1 SAME

/-

..;'sk+15 ADDITIONAL EVENTS'.

I

Fig. I. Seed events, for Middle-out strategy.
.1*
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class of strategies in which seeds are formed anywhere in the

1

Multaple Theory Formation,'

utterance' that sufficiently salient word matcheS are found,. The

figure shows the seed events formed as a. result of .an initial
t

scan of an,utterance for high liWelihdod word matchei-anyWhere in

the utterance. Each
/

theorris assigned a score expressing

likelihood of being Correct (actually, a logarithm of the, ratio of

the likelihood of We acoustic evidence given the theory over th

a priori likelihood of that evidence ,ocCurrin'g independeAl ).

The region of the utterance covered by the theo;,y is ildicat d by
At

specifying its "left sand 'right.boundary positions in.a 1st of

potential bX.Indary positiori (the,left end of the utterance is "

numbered ,0: and in.,thi.s oa4--the right endis,numbered 18). The
I

exclamation markaandicate the theoriesthat are actually part of, 74

'the correct interpretation. 'f

For thiS gend.ral class of.control strategies, referred to as

r ilmiddle-out", theories ar'esgi-own by-startingWith a_ seed word,

asking; a higher-leVel
%

ilinguistic component to predict categories

,

of words thatIcan occur on either side o
s-

f-it, .asking a lexical
A . _

retrieval com onent to find- the pelp matching words in those
' _

categories on th e appropriate sides, and generating events fOr
.

. . ,
.

each such word :Vsb, un.d to extend the theory -cbCadding-that word.
,, -,.

, .

Thus, events will be, placed on the event queue to add words both

on, the left and on the right ends of given theories. 'These-"new

word" events will compeEewith each other and with the remaining'

seed events on the basis of sore to determine which event

.
15
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Multiple Theory Formation

be.Ortcessed next, causing,thc processor to sometimes .continue

addint" words to a given-theory and at other time.R to shift its

. processing to a different competinethecry.

Figure 2 shows the sequence.of theories that are fOrmed as a
,

result o: tpli,s,process, starting with the event queue of 'Figure

(BNckets in the figure. indicate theories that include the

hypotheSis th4t the left or right, ends off' the utteranch;ve been

reached. A number in-parentheses after a theory number, is the
A r

- number of a:preceding theory from whiC the indicated theory- was

farmed :by the addition of,a new word':)- Notice, that the final

theory .is,peveloped -in this working 'independently on two
.. A

diffgrent wtions -of the utterance starting from the leeds

"show" an "trips".! The final ,theory Ln figure 2 is in fact

derived from a kind of event called a collision event 'which

combines-the,theories "sb6w-me" and "trips". when they both notice

the word "her" filling the gaff) between them. This event is'

formed during the processing of theory 13, although its score is
:.such that it does nctrreach the top of,the queue until theory 23.

Figure' 3 shows the seed theoeies for a hybr4.'d strategy. in

which seeds are started withitya bounded distance from the left

end of the -utterance,_ andareggrown right-to-left. until .they

,reach: the left entraf4per which the remainder of the processing
, a

is left -to -right fikure 4 shows the sequence of theories

developed in, the' course of understanding this utterance using the

hybrid strategy . The 'basically, left-to-right- nature of the

x
- 16 -
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THEORY

THEORY#2 NEED

*THEORY#3
f

SHOW!

THEORY#4( 3) [ SHOW '!

THEORY#5( 4) N, [ SHOW ALL

' THEORY#6( ;` "SHOW ALL

Multiple Theory Format4on

4 ,

ADD
.

.

THEORY #7
0.6

THEORY48

THEORY#9( 4)

ROME

[ SHOW ME

THEORY#10 C3) SHOW ME"!

:THEORY #11( 7 ) R -TRIP

RIr

2 7, -
THEORY#12 .TRIP-S !

THEORY#13( 12 )

THEORY#111(14)

THEORY415( 12)

i'HEORY#16
o

THEORM 7( 16)

THEORY#18

THEORY #19

THEORY #20 ( 11)

THERRY#21( 20 )-

THEORY#22 ( 20) '

THEORY#23( 9 1 3)

HER 'RIP SI.--.!

HER TRIP -S. !

SHELLY )

[ SHELLY .

SHOW ME HER TRIP

SHOW ME HER TRIP.

HER TRIP% iS

HERtTRIP,-f$1
,

OF HER TRIP IS

[ SHOW ME HER TRIP-S2

Fig : .. Theories formed for middle-out strategy.

-1117 -
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#' SCORE'

-

,- REGION
I

3.53 1 -5

2 i ,92 3=6

0.0- 0-1

4 -2;43 ,-3

5 -3.24 5A10_

6 f -4.32 r 5-9

7 15.3.6 -1-3

Multiple Theory :Formgtion

THEORY

WHO

WE
.

-PAUSE- !

ELEVEN'.

HER

,8 6:TO 1-4 (. WHOLE .

9. 1_51. DO 1

_10 -6.21 3-6 ,WERE

, 11 =6.53 3r7 WORK

12 16.65 1-04

13, -7.00- 1-5 SHOW
,

.-7.12' 1-6 HAWAII,

15 =7,.-21 3-6 441 WHERE

.41

+39 ADDITIONA EVENTS

Fig. 3 Seed events for hybrid strategy.
y

-S.

- 1 8. -
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-THEORY#1

!ai,Y42.0-)

,THEoRT3

TfiEaRi#11(3)

THEORY6TO)

.THEORX#6(3),

TBEORY#7(5)

THEORYW8(7)

-THEORY#9

'1,THEOR1k10(9).,

THEORY#11(3)

THFORYi12(6)3'.

A
.TPEORY#13(12)

Multiple Theory Formation:

iffio

rwmi.

` 14,E !

.DO WE !

-[1:16 WE i

[WE"!

YDOWE HAVE !

[DO 'WE7AVE A

-PAUSE--!

[-PA1JSEJ-4-.

ARE WE

[Do 'WE HAVE "A

[DO WE HAVE A

SURPLUS.!.

SURPLUS] !

.Fig. 4. Theories formed for hybrid' strategy.

1'

2 1
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\

hyriltqstriategy, except ft-r' a bounded initial deay in- getting\ ) \,

. ,sitarted, seems to e a"reasonable possibility for a model of
.1 '''.

_
_ -- . -

.

humaW Speeoh, understanding, since it is clear t.41/1 h uman

4

processing of speech\does not involve the buffering of 4a complete

Sentence before understanding, begins. The reading process,

however, may involve more jumping around in a text and share some
;0

ofthe characteristics of the middle-out strategy.

6. Subconscious Processing of Alternatives
in.Speech and Reading

ESsential in all of the above strategies is that at any

,given time therare a number of incomplete, competing possible,
.

-,interpretations,:requiring ..,,a strategy. to .determine when
f °

C
4,6

f

processing resources should shi.,ft- Trom., one partial theory to

11,' .'
. another. One might 'initially-suspect that a listene/4"14ould be

consciously ire of such competing possible theories and that

glifTting froM one tti' another would correspOnd to the_ noticeable

Phenomena expei-ienced with garden path sentences. However, our

experience with speech understanding systems indicates that the

construction and'evaluation of competing .partial yhypotheses is

far more prevalent than our introspective awareness makes

apparent It seems, then, that there Must be some procss for

handling multiple alternative hypotheses that is subconscious and

highly -effici'ent --(for perhaps a'limited class of.phenOmena) and

there is some other-process that makes alternative_ visible- to

our perception (perhaps for a More difficult class orphenomena

- 20 -
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.
I

or for those that have not been frequent enough to have been

--"compiled" into our subconscious, proCess).

/.

This distinction beeween conscious a'nd_ subconscious

processing is Of course not -an- original observation, For

example, Becker.[1972] has'referred to the former, subconscious

proqcs:sses as intermediate level cog nition. It is likely that the

bulk of our intelligent processing consists of= this- kind of

subconscious intermediate level processing,, and that the

"thinking"- which we are aware-of at the conscious level is merely.

the t the ipeb erg. Con ious processing seems -to_ be largely

sequential and relatively Ow, While the subconsious prObeises

must (by virtue of the information prodessing tasks that they

acco ish) be either highly parallel or.exceptionallV fast (or

bo "Other examples of the kinds Of subconScious processes to
a , I

which I refer are the retrieval & an, association', given a
PK

Stimulus and the recognition of A face.

-I" will argue that the reading process contain-s large

components of this kind of subconscious processing. In general,

a -reader is 'aware only of the final interpret,tion yhich he

places:On a sentence in a text; he is not.aware of:4a1I of. the

intended-Lite stages -of the derivation of that interpretation, all
,.

e
.

of th :local ambiguities that were resolved by later context, and
,

the accessing' or factual .memOry to evaluate plausibility of
, ..-....

competing partial 'interpretations. Nievertheless, a close

/

...-
--, 4

-

.

e

.1.am%ination..\of

the information,processing required to ariive at

- 21 - ..'''
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, 4 .

the final. interpretation indicates large amounts' of *such'S_ ....._
processillg .muft be going on. : By way of example, consider the

resolution 'Of the antecedent of the prOnoUn "they ",' in the

following pair-of sentences adapted from Winograd [1971];

a) The city council refused tb grant the women a parade permit
because they feared violence. .

/ w
b) The city council-refused tzrant the women a parade permit

because-they addiocated violence.

This Apsolution .appears to happen_ effortlessly, but the

criteria that are needed to make the selection indicate .that

very soptiqti,cated . 'inferential, process, is acting here the
..._

.

level- of awareness._ It is not sufficient to ,choose the pre erred

interpretations ( "council- feared violence". in the first cake and
, ..

.

It

, .

waMen4advocated Violence" irl the second) on (the basil of some
-

. /

simple strength of association, betweerf "council" and "fear" or

between "women" and !!advocate". If anything, one's a plari

expectatiOns,for uch-assocdations would go the other way./ It

would appear tha on a privi groun4s, women fearing violence

would tie at least as plausible as 'city councils fearing v olence.
--.

- $' It -.is at the leiv.vlere.ole.begins to"api4es,atWould
,

1

.

......be .plausible groUnds for a city council to make a re usal that-
,the preference emerges. This implies.a Procets in hich very

, -
.

high-level 'evaluations of alternative interprtatiloms af the

..\ i
_sentence are required before fairly low level ambAguities\ are

,---
i

it
. :,

, .cl

- resolved: if 'does not seem possible tb, evep/formula the
. ! i

T

necessary question tolresolve the ambiguit *1 both poSible
, . I

f
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interOetat ons have been foApulated and elaborated at least to

the level bf justification of grounds for:refusal. It is clearly
, .

r"'

a process
C .

not the case that must.be,..siMple and. easy just' beqause
'y

it happens in the head very rapidly and without apparent effort.

In subsequent sections we will consider,:many more examples of

this ?Kind of inference in reading.

4
\

Implications for Psychological Models of 'Reading

The above piCture of the perception process. as involving

many competing partial hypotheses thatrare formed and evaluated

'7',be1bw the level ofintrospection'has lignj_ficant implications for
,

the design' of ("experlments 'eo investigate the reading process.

For example, it is possible that a' large percentage of the

,reaction time for understanding _miry sentences is due to the

evaluation. of competing alternatives and not due at all to
, -

aspects 'of the correct, interpretation. Thus, two different

-
sentences or texts having' some identified difference- in the

structure of their correct interpretation(a) that one would like t

to investigate may also have differences in reaction time.due' to

extraneous differences in the number or' complexity of competing

partiaL hypqtheses that are not.part of the final interpretati,on.,

To make matte'rs' worse; the'.effect of .such competition

6-4 _

depends critically on lithether tpe process for handling

.

alternative
1

s`is a serial or Parallel prOcess. As a simple
. , . .

.
, . e

_

'example, consider a parallel processing control strategy Which at
t

-'23 -
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. .,
, / . p- , - .0- -

,each step. ex,tends the n most likely theories) in the elienti, queue
. -..."

,

f0.14 some number n- .(perhaps large):. Then up td 'h -different'
;- : 'may be pursued' as 'alternativ,es without introducing

, -

eactiop time delay,. but alternatives in excess of n Would

intr oduce delays%
Is:.

-,- , .

14,

The speech understanding models,als :predict tSat a favored

comp etitor may be foune'mubh sooner than an unfavored competitor,',

and that the reaction time for a -givell Interpretation may be

longer_'if..the carrec-t interpretation iS delayed by, a- partial
_

theory that Looks better locally but does .not,extend as well.2:.
c

r I

In the human,brain, the implementatidn of. such ,capabilities

may not correspond to that of a queue sorted by priority. Other
o

.

.

"implementations" could involve'a large number of active memory. '

elements ' that interact among themselves -44
%.

n such a way that vthe.

,highest priority member is selected for'procesSing, or, resources

could be allocated to all pending events in proportion to their
4

priorities, etc. Thus, timing' predictions cannot be made

from the performance of computerized systems-running on

:extrapolation.serial.machinesl-but have to be made from an -extrapolation a:..

,

...such :behavior to hypotheSized mechaftisms in 'the:"brain.
. ,

.

number of. 'degr,ees of freedoms Th such
-.---..

...

"large, so Working dtit a. pSychologicalli

Unfortunately the

extrapolation is

verifiable model of

intermediate models

the process is likelw-to be. lengthy with map/

that have to be Thrmuistid arid then_rejedted.
a

- 24 -
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'B.. A Close.Ladk at Some Reading, Material
:

".

.

Having- now given I hope, Auffieient reason to' believe that
,

both -in s'peeiti understanding and-irl reading there are Significant

fereritial rooesses 'that -.-occur below the level of
. , 7 t

introspection, and.'thA"the characteristics -of, these processes

are quite dlfferent from thogoe of consciotis,inferential- processes

(eSpecially. with respect to apparent degree of .perceived

:difficulty versus the amount of information proceAing actually

done)', I would like' now to Lobkin some detail:at the reading
0-

Olocess. k

i.swill present fragments frdm two passages vita
.

`-

stignificantly dIfferent ievels of reading difficulty, 'accompanied
. ,

2.

by a detailed analysis of some of the
.
inferential4rablems that 4

must be solved, ii6r.their full. understanding. Each fragment cOmes.
_ '---. . ',Z, -

. from a passage of 4L6 -paTagraphs that ''is relatively' self
'1i Aif.- .

contained, -but has appargierY been extracted from some'larger
--I . -' , .

--,... . ... ,s,,
r

ilt

work..' The assages are 'from tie ',Riverside:- Research` .Institute ,

, .. -

leading Competency Test.[Riversid-e'Research 'Institute, 1/74]
!Ais S. i, 1

,.;,8.a, TaTfT ;''' 0 .ft...,

1 . \

Taffy . is 'a. puppy. She is small.. She is soft.
She is sweet t: What if. Ta4frbelonged to you? Wduld

.--

k 'you know= what to do? Readthis story. You will find
``but how. take care of 'TAM:- - -

.,

'-""Tgffy sleeps a lot. She needs-a __place ito est.
"

-
.Take 'a large "box and cut out one side ut in,
'sdmqhing,soft to lie on. This will, be TafIfY4s*bed..0

-' Put it in
--
warm place.. Keep It dry,- cleari. i ,

.

..' -
. 4;1; d:,.

,y4
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The apparent 'purpose of this Story is to let a child knot.' :

what having"a puppy is like.' This includes preparing. the child'

to empathize with the puppy and take care of it. The story

assumes knowledge-of what a puppy is. It adds_to_the concept, if
.......

. ,

,,, ,net already present, the attributes of Smallness, softness, andalready
4. ,

weetmess.' (Notice that, the child must.conclude that sweet is

nota taste but a persdnal4 attribute.) Prominent in the story

are rhetorical quest' na d igned to make the child think, to

extrapolate from the given attributes, theA"C57<sets.up the

impression of -holding a Small, soft puppy. Then it asks

rhetorically whether child would know what to do with a puppy.,

The iritentican is apparently to set the child up in the imaginary

situation Of having a. puppy and hot kriwing what tAo do with it:

The story then suggests,a resolution. of the.;dilemma namely1

read the story. The result will be that child will' know how to
ti

tike care of a2tippy.

Although the entire story- is° written in' terms of a.
. ,

, . 4 ---, ,

At particular puppy, Taffy, itiS-alear that what the/ reader is to
y

AV=

get .from it is to apply\ to all -puppies. ,How is ...f4his

distinguished from., say, a story about Lassie, in whibh the sttory

ij intended to 'give" att.nibutes%of a partfcular.ddg rather than
,

dogs in general?: . . .
A

a 4,

The rest of ,the .story, ,of which the above is' Only a brit.
4

excerpt, is a conditional program for ta, care of a puppy, It

involveS ,f011owing _dinetions. The Story might be,reat for
1, ,

a

- 26 -
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Multiple Theory Formation

general information, in which :base the goalof the story is for

the child to remember at soge later time something about faking

care of puppies. It could also be read with an-immediate need at

hand and followed like. a cookbook. The -following is .a

sentence- -by- sentence .account of some of the characteristics of-
.

this story. 0

.1. [Taffy is a puppy..]

.

This sentence occurs with no prior context:. In
isolation, it would be an informing statement and would
presume that the reader knew some referent, for Taffy, but,
not that it was a puppy. As part of a story, perhaps it'
can be interpreted as introducing a character. Cert4iply,
the, intended result .of.the sentence in.underStanding the
story is the cr.-a-t-ion.of a temporary entity:',oftype .puppy,
named Taffy, about which the reader expectelo hear more in
the course Of the story. ,

2. [She is smal.]

Thip sentence adds an attribute to the introduted
bparacter (character development). The anaphoric reference
''she "') here is easy, but- in general would be more

diffickalt If there were more than One potential,Wecedent.
In this case, since Taffyis at best slightly Qorrelated
with femini e'-gender, the feminine Pronoun'is more -likely
to be in rpreted -as adding 'information- to the model,
rather;th a restriction on the antecedent. This, is an.

.exampl,e f--a situation where what would be a prerequisite
in one co text is adding information in another.

.

[She issoft. She ,is sweet.]

Same as above
. _

5. [WhatIf Taffy belonged to you?)

. if his is a rhetorical question that exhorts the reader!"
to 'add a repreSentat_ion of himself to the situation and
draw .some forward inferences. .(Ulterior,'mqtfve '-- arouse
feelings)*

Alp

7 27 :
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6. [Would you knaw to'do7]

Multiple Theory Formation

Another rhetorical question. This invites the reader_
to, ask this-questiOn of himself. (ulterfor motive --
reader feancludes he wouldn't know What to do or at least
would like some. guidance pr refreshment

7. [Read this story.]

An.imperitive. Notice 'that this sentence has a self
reference - the ahtepedent of."this.story" is4tot present
in the discourse, but refers' to the ' story itself. The
reader must be,able to ideritiTy the-reference. Note that'a
literal interpretation (e.g., by a ,compdter) mightbe to.
beginagain at the beginning to read the story', which would
result ultimately in an infinite, Loop. The child is
presumed,_tb be sensible enough to know that he has already
read part of it and can fulfill' tfie command by 'merely
reading the rest of the story. `Alternatively, he can
-assume the phrase "this story" is ,a forward pointing
reference to what remains, and.that-the part that-his just
been read is somehow a preamble or, something, but not
properly part of the'stor3;. The child could conceivably
take either of these alternatives., k

. [You will firfa out how to take care of; Taffy.]

A declarative'sentence, but presumably interpreted as
the consequitpt of a conditional-- "you will find" out ...
if you read the story". Not only that, but It says that.
you will learn haw rto take care of, Taffy, when in fact,
What you will learn how to do is taXe care of any puppy.
Ih the entire story, Taffy is clearly the name of a
variable that can later be instantiated. Does the child.
fdlly understand this? . Does anything in the subsequent
story depeild on Taffy being female? How doeS the child
Acietermine:'at what 'level to generalize what he learns:'
E.g., to all puppies? to female puppies? to Small, soft,
female puppies? Qr.wern'aps,to small, soft, Animals? On the
other; ;hand, if he were really learning bow to take care .of
Taffy, a particular dog; he would have to know where she

- liyea, etc. 90
.

e
1, .

o , 1 .

After', the ',first paragraph, them is an exitectation that a major
,

, . .

story.
,

_portion
,
of stof the rest of the _ory. (maybe all' of it) wil). be

- , ,., A, , .
.

9.
i..:,...nstructionst'in how. tQ take care.of a dOg. We will discuss just

-

... . ,,

a few more sentences.t,
/

.4t:n
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;);

_-
9. [Taffy sleeps.a lot.] .

--
.46, 4 .

.

r
This adds more -to properties of a puppy (Taffy?)(ulterior motive -- motivates next sentence and rest-of

.paragraph) . --**
,-/

\

10. [She needs a place to rest.

Animplidit "therefore" relateethi$ sentence to theprevious one. (ulterior motive -,.. .oreatea a need -.w 4(ch'
subsequent.sentences will tell how to meet). Does. a child

.. pick up the implied causality connection between this and6the previous sentence?
.

--1.
. i

i

11. ['Take a large box and cut out one side.]
.

,

/. . ThiS imperative is not necessarily to be 4%doneimmediate y .as- was the one in the first paragraph. If :the
, reader i in recipe mode, he might do it immediately, buteven then it would be better tg incorporate theinstructioninto a plan that is being built-up, and go on to read .more

instructionsi before 'doing ,anything, if in the mode of
reading for future, information, the reader should form the...

plan; and also' elaborate the- reasons forthe individualsteps, so that he will be more likelyoto remember it./ Theprevious sentences motivating this sentence he ]p in this
respect, but the reader _should also internally ans14er suchquestions as ',why' a- box ? ", "Why cut"out one side?", and
"What-am I going to do with 'the box?' Also,. he shouldunderstand that this use of "take" does not mean "steal". -.Likewise, he -needs a decision oil hOw large is large? This isone reason for in-corporatitig,--the. instruetion into atentative plan and.- then going on to elaboratethe plan.
Subsequent decisions-May have 'a"bearing'on how large, the box'must be. For example; a refrigerator, box or piano box,. Isnot necessary.. .

-r

8.b. Growth
a..

Growth* is characterized by organization.. Group
grOwth charts show many age- level uniformities- and
predictable age level -changes'. Differences between
individualS ir4growth certainly exist. However, mostindividuals tend to be `only slightly variable in their

,%satg,of growth from one age level to another.

Thi,s'story is' much more abstract and sophisticated than the--
..

Taffy story. It i8 apparently intended to impart to the reader

R9
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Multiple_ Theory Formation

.

.

& p''
some general "informationla o t . the growth process -fer.*_ some .

.

._

indefinite future use. The passage could possibly be an excerpt

from a biological text book. It bis characterd by a much'
.

,

greaternecessiVy for the-readsc to suspend judgment on, possible
/

N.-

interpretations of portions of.the- passage until 'be has read' ,

further; Among 'ot'her'ot'her
,

er things, it is characterized by a large
,...

. .,.:
. ,

.

number of noun-noun modification constructions '("Igroup growth
. . .

g
,- ,-

charts",,flage level unifdrmities", eto.), where...a noun,is'used to.-
,

.

modify another noun. The intended meaning of such constructions
,

(7,-
is critically de2endent on world knowledge of the habitual ,

,

relationships between the two nouns. detailed account of some

of thediffiCiAties of this passage follows:

1 . [Gro.tth is characterized- by', organization.]

. .

This sentence introduces the topic "growth" and focuses
itsts organizational aspect. It doesn't, say much as a

factUarassertion. _If the reader asks himself a great -deal
about this question out of context, he may try to instantiate
examples of kinds of-, growth and try to find instances of.

\,)L

organization as'so'ciated with them. In all likelihood,
however,' do little with this sehtence,,but go on to
see what's chilling next.

*

2. [Group growth charts Show .many 'age. level -*--Uniformities and
predictable age level'cWangda.]

`This is a diV
4

icult sentence *syntactically. It has
three noun -noun Modifi*er constructions. which require

-inference tto ,depermine-their meaning; If the phrase '"gro4
. growth charts" ffieans something to the reader as a, technical

perm iR some fiel.0, then the sentence is considerably easier,
but otherwise, be. left`, wondering °groups of what?"
.(phssibly people', but the story doesn't say). The most
geneAl possible', assumption is growth of organisms (or
perhaps even more general ,still ,includipg %nstitutihns,
eultUres,'empiresj etc. - all of thi.4a.._ istent with the
very abstract first statement,'andit is -possible that the
vaguene.ss, and abstractness of the first'sentence is intended
to Make Such: eneral interpretations- of the second possible''.)

-
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The phrases "age level bniformities" and t411-106. level
changes" are again considerably more easy to understand-if
they are previously known technical phrases than, if they have
to te figured out from scratch.' In the latter case, the
reader needs to decide whether the phrases use the word- "age's
to modify the phrases "level uniformities" and "level
changes" or' whether the phrase "age leizel" modifies.,
"uniformities", and--"changeb." In this case, we assume that.
the reader is familiar with the concept of "age' level" and
wauld"for,that reason choose the latter interpretation, since
tie is not likely to find.a plausible reference for the phrase
"level uniformities". (Note that "level changes" -is a
perfectly good phrase, but would require .a subquestion =-
"what kinds of levels "). The sentences would be more
'properly punctuated as "agerievel uniformities" and
"age-level 'changes", but such -punctuation is frequently
missing and. a good. reader is expeCted to be able. 't6
understand the phrases.' anyway. The d-ifficulty,is,greater

, without the hyphehs, since it opens up the possibility of
different, interpretations-add requires the reader'to resolve ,

the ambigui=ty using semanO.c-and pragtatic considerationS.

3, [pifferences between individuals in growth-certainly- exist.]

,
It's_,,tard ;to ,say what this sentence does, exc epCto set

up expectationg7for what will Come next. The chdice of the
-wo-rd "individuals" suggests a restriction ofhe.notion of
growth being talked about to single organisms and Perhaps' to _I.). /people, rather than the more sweeping generalizationsto ,

and 2. For a reader who jumped to the con lusion that,,grwt
organizations and cultures that were possiye for-sentences 1

a
of.people was being talked about at the_ outset, this storj

i may actually be easier than for the more Int'ellectdal.reade
who made,the mbre,general extrapolation and is now:faced with
the necessity to;-reconcile this use oI the woad "individuals!!
with his -previops generalizat4n.

It tight_he'possible that this sentencemjust refereed to
certain kindS,of growth (i,e., of ,-individ ls),u while the
story as a Whole Mould still he "abob the move general
concept of. growth. However, ome pragmatic rule-seems-to .lay
that if that ,t4ere the ease, then the story -woUld have
contained some transition indicating a temporary shift to
Considering growth-Of individuals. Such'.a 'sentencemight...-
haVe been "In individuals, diffeences in growth =exist"
a presupposition that what is being saidlis not true for
growth in other than individuals). In the absence, of suce a
focus-shifting locution, the good reader should assume that-
,is-sentence is still about the same, topic at the same
level, and therefore his _initial' uncertainty 'aboUt the
generality of the concept of growth..heing' disauss should
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,-A7-,

here be resolved o *rei'er' to the growth,of individuals
(probably human). k "

.

1

\

.

_

Some processing load, which may have been considerable,-
was required to keep this decision open to this point, and
some is still required until the reader dbtb-rmines whether
the ,individuals of. concern -are' people pr individual
organisms. The resource expenditime required to keep, ,such
.decisions pending my.be considerable, and may significantly
affect reading diffioulty or the perfOrmance of resource
limited individuals in'reading such passages.

Multiple- Theory Formation

.

4.,[However, most individuals tend to be only Slightly, ftriable',
in their rate of,,growth-from one age'level to another .j A

The ,"however" 'here has the -effect of negating or
diminishing,the strength of the preceding sentence.. The
general- pragmatic rule seems to be that "however" will
introducd a sentence (or paragraph) -that '#contradicts some
expectation that the reader might Other-wise have drawn from
the'preceding sentenee,(or paragraph). It takes. considerable
inferen:ce to determine ,which specific expectation from the (

previous...sentence' is here ,,,,being -contradicted. One
possibility, is that the author is trying to contradict the,,
inference'that,the differences referred to -in' the' Oecedlong
sentence are: large*. (This would explain the_lit_of
"certainly" in the preceding sentence, although am no 1,aure
what-the rule is, or whether the use of tIcertainfy",16adithe
reader to expect something of this sort, tof011ow).

4

The use of "most': implies that 'not-all ndividuals
satisfy the assertion. The use, of "tend"- another hedge- --
word, that says the statement is not always- true. The
statement so qualified, that,is, the'predicate which tends to
be true of-most individuals, is that their grOwth rate is
relativelyjstablesyfrom year to year. Thus, "howeV.er" is now

. explained not as contradicting the possible inference, that
the differences are, large, but instead it contradicts the
posSibler'inference that differendes in one dimension" (frlom

A '

=

,Iftlote that I 'am .not necessarily assUming that the-, reader
illsciously invokes.models of the author and his intentions in
linderstanding.suCh sentences; the rules Can be formulated in such

--a way-that no author or ulterior; motives need to be explicitly '

mehtonpd. 'However', it is probable that.a reader who doses have -a
specific model of authors and their intents is beater able to
understand such passag6'd .by,invoking such a model, as discussed
.by. Bruce ,[1978]. It7ls likely that the necessary rules can be
more succinctly represented and learned by rising the concept.-of
an author and his intentions.than-by.learning them by rote,.

- 32 -_ -
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individual to individual), might indicate differences in
another dimension (from year to year). To fully underStand
these two sentences and their Uses _of " certainly" and
"however", the reader must have a concept of this kind of

opmparison.

Whether it ia necessary for the reader to actually set
up a:model of ,something potentially varying over several
dimensions in some space, and mapping age differences and
individuation onto twosuch dimensions, I am not sure. -

However, it_is_clear that a reader must either ignore the
cues gived.by the use of "certainly" and "howeV.er",' in which
case he risks'misinterpreting some part of the story, or else
le st have a sufficiently rich analysis of the sentences
and their possible interpretations that he can fully account
for them. A,reader who isin between these extremes, who is
,trying to account for the use of the words, but is not adept
at constructing possible underlying models to-account for
the

m
-Will find this passage more difficult than ether ofA; i

the other "two -df readers. It would be a considerable
challenge to devise a test that would distinguish these thrlee

,±different levels of reading, One complicating factor is that
which of the three levels of comRetence a reader has mastered'
would probably vary considerably from one set of syntactic
cues to another.

Nptice that the purpose of this story,seems_to be to build

up a fairly abstract Todel of hoW growth occurs., The. reader is

not asked to-do nything immediately except somehow to assimilate
0

the story., The purpose-of thwreader in- reading the'story.thus
,

becomes of paramount importance, and if his 'purpose is to prepare

himself to perform in some way in the-future using a model-of how

growth occurs, then.he is likely td do different things in

' reading:-. the story than if his purpose is, say,'Ito be prepared to

answer questions at the end of the pasSage_l or to fill in missing

blanks in the story. Orcourse, ,if this passage is read by an
.-

elementary school reader., it is likely that he does not have the
ft 44

goa to prepare himself for some specific future performance,

-33-
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since it is likely that he cannot even imagine a specific use for

the information. However, the author may have, such a use in mind

in:writing dt. In particular, the author might be writing for an

adolescent who may be 'concerned thkt'his own rate ofgmwth is

too slow or.toa fast, and may want to convey such a.growth model

so that the reader can_understand-whathappening to'him: It

seems likely that two students, one of whom is concerned about

his slow rate of kowth, .and another who is determined.to .become

biologist, will get completely different things -.out -c-f-- this

or
tory

Some Details ofothe Reading Process -*

The previous discussion has outlined *e of the inferences

that that need to made in'the course of understanding these

two passages. HOwever, it sheds 'little -light on.how those

inferences might be organized and carried out. Experience With

computerized language 'understanding programs -and speech
4

underStanding systems can-give us some insight into how these
a

processes-might happen, althbughthe picture at the moment is far

from complete. In the remainden of this paper I will 'discuss in-

more detail some of the low leyel\decistons that have to be made

and alternative hypothese's that have to be generated and

cbnsideret, pointing out as I do so where exist4g techniques in

natural language ,prooessing by computers have been developed to

handle similar problems. I will consider in particular the first_ .

:

4 ; ----:two sentences of' the Growth passage. i , . ,

.
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I

The first sentence, "Grow h is characterized by
'

organization," is not difficult -yntactically. It is a

'straightforward passive sentence With little potential for

syntactic-ambiguitye The first word can only be a noun, the-
.

'second is unambiguouly a ver6(although it is not clear after

only two words whether it is the main verb of a copular sentence

or an auxiliary verb Orf a passive): The Met that the third word

is a past participle resolves the sense of "is" to_ia,t of an

auxiliary in a passive sentence. [Woods, 19701 gives a' detailed
- , ,/ # ,

account of how ATN gtammars can- be used to recognize and
-st, y, ,

.

disambiguati this main-verb7auxiLiary distinction. After this,

"by" iS-nambiguously a- pTtreposition (although whether it is

indicating the agent of the-action or introducing something which

an-action takes place beside is not unambiguous). Organization

is unambiguously a noun. Hence the discovery of the syntactic

structure of this sentence is .straightforward and involves little
ti

nondeterminisMi. Every local4tyntact4c ambiguity is resolved by

the immediately followidg4iord.

What the sentence means, however, is something else again.

Both noun phrases in thiS sentence are mass nouns (nouns that can

'be used without determiner-S in the singular form as if they

denoted a substance,' as opposed to count nouns which can be_

bounted). When used in the singular with n determiner, they are

to be interpreted as refering to the general etRncepts= that they

name. ("A growth", "growths", --Sor "an organ zation" 'Would get

- 35 -
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completely different interptetatio s- the difference is' flagged._

by the way the words are used syn actically. )

"Growth", as was pointed out previously, can name several.

.different. cOpeepts that the rea r might have in his head. If he

has only one such concept, th -the -reading task Is 'easier

'(although--it may, get difficul later on 0 the concept he has is
I

not the one the author intend ) If he has several, then the

t interpretation of the sentence is semantically ambiguous with

respect to thie reference of his phrase. This can be represented

temporarily by associating/ with the noun physe a list of

,alternative inte pretations (such as is done in, the

semantic interpretation pr cedure of the LIIIAR system [Woods,

1973a)).

The interpretation f "organization" appears to be somewhat

- different, large1y becau

position in the: s ntence. (Notice, thht "Organization

e of its absence from 'surface subject

.

characterizes'growth" w uld"not naVe the same effect as th-e

initial sentence'of th s passage.)' The correct interpretation of

the sentence is an assertion about growth and what-is being

asserted is, that it h s manyof the, properties associated with

organization. That is,

\Vorganization"
names a concept where

certain characteris d cs are to be found that'are to be associated

now with'growth.

- 36 -
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Multiple Theoryjormation
, . i,

r .

i

The differences in interpretation ofthe noun phrasee

ares due to the ir position,in context as different arguments of
-

. _

surface- :structure of the sentence: The LUNAR system handles such

differences in, interpretation asi a 'function of context by
4

providing conteLxt dependent parameters to the rOutine that
. .

computes possible interpretations, of :constituents. These

parameters are used to determine the interpret-ation rules, to 6e.

used for interpreting a Constituent. (ft is possible in general

for different possible` higher iritelvretatiOns to- call for the

4
interpretation of,,,a constOtuent in different ways, so provisions--

/-
are required to keep alternative interpretations of 'different

constituents coordinated with each other.),,

4

for interpreting the 'clause as a whdie, a semantic pattern

for "characterize" (orperhaps for "is characterized by") is

- required. This is a fairly abstract d somer,/hat vague semantic

relation. My edition of Webste gives two senses' of.

"characterize" (1) to describe the character or quality of:

DELINEATE, and (2) to be a characteristic of: DISTINGUISH.

Leaving Aside the problems of the adequacy of puch dictionary

definitions, I interpret these definitions-'to focus on two senses_

of characterize -- one in which sufficient'conditions" are 'given

as -in "four equal length sides and right angles chai'acterize a

square", and the other ih whidh merely prominent .characteristics

or only "some characteristics are given. Which of the4le two

4

- 37
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senses is,ohosew would make a big difference in what the reader
16

believed .the passage to say. In the first case, it would say

that dnythinthat vas organized would be growth obAtioAsly,

false' if one knows. anything about'gro4th.and t'rganization.-

second' interpretation is that organization-is a ' prominent '

characteriStic of growth. The reader must decide-Whether this

sentence is trying to inform him of an astounding-new factor is
. 4 .'',

, ,,I,...merely asserting -organization as a property of growth.

Prespmably the-second choice is more plausible thaw the form'.

In the LUNAR system, such ambiguity, of 'Yord 'sense was

indicated by having several sels.:altic interpretation- rules

associated with a given head word, both of which- migh t match a

. given. constituent being interpreted. Thus ,a' procedure for
, --- i
generating both possible interpret'aXions is Straightforward. The

,problem of evaluating which 'of two Anterpretations is more'
, ,,

Plausible is more difficult, and- o'computer system.at the moment
..---'

makes such plaubibilitylraluations,
f

Almost all current compupet
, ,

-4

. le'models of such processes make all-or-nothing decisions that an

interpretation 'is either, possible or? impossible, with no shades
.'*-4

in between.. r-- -
e

. .. .

1-- 4

One is tempted to "say that the above.choice is 61W-toils (and

-implieitly
;

therefore easy), but it is not clear egactly how far

each of-the two alternative interpretations has to be elaborated.

before the choice can be made. It seems to be necessary to

actually fOrmulate the erroneous inte4reiation and poSe'it as a

-
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. v
, .questibri against one's knowledge in order to determihe that it is,.-

,

. .ii
' false and therefore the other interpretation is' o be.preferred.-,t

h

, Ai..,

.

- Cons-ider:here_the understpding task 'imposed' 5)6 a.reader who
=

'$'

. 0 ,-was notaware ofboth sense of the iterh "charatterize". '%If he

'had only-the correct interpr
iilltion,.

then the task would in ft.
e

sn,

be. easfer than for a more advanced' reader 'who knew them both.. On,.

-.,
. i .

the other hand if he 'had only the Wrong. sense,. tfien'tt4first,
,..,

sentence., would A apparently false, and he would have a difficult- J

It

...-
.

.
time with the passage ,- 'An add' tie-nal -PosSibliplity' is 'that the_._

't
. . li

n -reader o .,,

doesn'toesn't really uflderstand, w at "charatterize" 'means and
.

. ., . ..
f interpret's this Sentence -me'tely as establishing some kind of.

'k association between growth;and orgahizatiow,' which, as it . turns ,
. ,

- -

out, is abo:Uk.all that the .sentence' ds-int,ended tb accomplish
*

Ir
anyway. The primary role of this first Sentence 'seems to te

,

e
.

. '
*-

.

.merely', to 'establish growth as the.topic, and, perhaps bring...

: ,certain aspects of 'growth into focus '(the ..,lorganizatilal .

- .ni
.

t
.'

-

. , ..1
4 M.1 ' a.a.spects). Thus, the 're0er can get, the appr4riate effecttV,

,.. _
without fully umdevst4nding-thespritenc at all.:-

Q
. °. . Y , , 4.

, :

-.

,- ..,.
, , .

' I. --,-The second sentence,'"gtoup groan charts show many age,
t

.,
.,- level: unitorpities and predictable age level thangeO, is far

;,-. ,.
,

, pare complex syntactic)ally' as ,well as s antically. 8ngiish
. ..-

s3rntax per'llits the use of.'neuns 'tO.-modifY..oiher no40471Imost-

, . .

-:.

l 4 I.I.
'infinitp-Pnoftsion, but the Attesrpietaiion of thepeani:ng,ApendsV

,...., ,
, .-

k% ' on non-,syntactic world knowledge. Moreover when more than one,.
., .0o;

. -

.

.- I. 1 ..*
4:--1-_-',such-* noun modifier is used; h structurar syhtacticambigitity is .-

.
.

A - , ,.:.
0.. 4 N *... ,idt:fodde,ed that rq9iiire.2VtrI:d knowlpdge to resOlve. 4 ,

,. .
...,,

..
.....,.r

v.,
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If:"gFoup growth" occurred in isolatiOn,:the structure'of a

nou,n 4., "group", modifying-another noun, "growth",, pwould be the
f

........-
..

g;nly possible. eyntactic interpretation: The determination of
i . .0 . . \ .

what it means: would depend on the ability of the reeler to
. . 4

..

,identify a plausibl we relation between thebetween ords . (in this
IP ,

case a' group of things can grow, giving rise to aa-interpretation
. ,

-..

"growth '9f a group") : However, irl"gromp growth_charts" it is

34064.iguous whether "groupl'

*

modifies "growth° charts" 9.r' "group'
, ,

groc4th." modifies "charts". 4

. .

The °fact that charts are delices for depicting. things give's

.-"growth charts" the .possible interpretation "charts -depicting.

Q 0.growth ", -. and 1*-"group growth charts" the possible interpretation
-.,

"chants depicting the grovith_of grOups". However,. ,the correct
It

.

interpretation is probably "charts depicting growth by group"
- .

Ideriv roil, "groUp"-modifYing-: "growth charts", requiring Xhe

reader to either kriow about.Aor imagide a kind of groh cliaft
L....

,
.

..

that would be d, istingui1 Shatyle by, having something to do with.
. . ,

. .
,

.

groups.' This meaning .issi. not' very .-distinct "from one of the

possible inte\pretations of "charts depicting growth of groups". .

(indicating that the mea0g -of/athat structlire is far front
. .

unique), -and there is certainly not enough evidence at this point 0-

-in the to reablve which ,of theSe different syntactic
-

Structures or which of their semantic interpretations is to be'4 a

taken as the authorfs,intentioa. 'The possibinty of this phrase
, 4,

havihg any of several pOsslible interpretationstneeds to .be held
. -

oPen.u4 more of 'the sentence is processgd.
. .-,

- 40
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The proces6 of deciding that "charts".is-the last .,,word is

the noun phrase and that "show" is tip main verb requires some

further-local ambiguity,-aithough the--fabt that there is no

determiner on the noun prase requires' that if end either with a

plural noun or a mass noun, so that "show" could ohly be included
A

if it-were followed by. another houn. -("Shdw" co4d be ,a noun
r .

instead 'of' a verb, although it would be,,difficult to put.a

plaupible interpretation on_"group growth c1,arts show" as.a noun

phrase in this context:)
1

Exactly_ similar problems are encountered in interpreting

,"age level,unifortities" and "predictable age' level changes ". -4'

The latter' has even greater potential ambiguity due to the ,

possibilitMs of "predictable" modifying "age", "level", or

"changes" (p.g%, "preldictable changesin,age level", "changes, in

__predictable age level", or 1-0bhanges in the level of

'predictable age").':,. Somehow a reader. makes a choice from among
-

these.different possible interpretations,' usually without much

_ _ conspio%.effort and usually- -correctly Ifr(or at leastone of

several equally.acceptable interpretations). In'this case, none

of the above possibilities is correct,"butinstead, the thing

that.fs doing Ityt,hangi-ng is el-liptical (presumably' growth or

some -growth 7parameter such aa, height_ ',weight) and the crrect

4 'interpretation is mor like'"predictable change s (in 'some growth...

parameterlias a function of) age level". Changes in a growth

pargraeter as a eunction of age are certainly to be expected and
- ". 4+,4

.

-4.4-
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therefore "predictable" villepas it:' is difficult to imagine

anything on a growth chart that would 'correspond to;apredi able

'age'level (Iyhat, would the doigg the"predicting). a

pi7obable role. of "predictable" is to modify concept "age

level changes" as a_whole, althoughAprobably as_a_non-restrictive_

modifier.

.., .

Th fe above,interpretation ,i. not completely correct, since
. .

%,

a sim r evaluation of "age leyel uniformities" is Carried, out,
...

,

one led to4flook for something that is uniform within an age

level (again, Presumably some growth The _fact that-
' .. ,,,,

conjunctions require some degree of parallelism between the two 4

..

-things being--conjoined appears to deMandthat the role of .the

phrase "age level" should be -the same' in the two conAncte, This
1.

. ,,

slightlycontradicts the operwise well-motivated inteipretation

of "predictable- age-level _changes" above "4Ifigteadl am
4 Y.

lo 4 ,,

interpretation-in which .gomething dianges.wAhin an age level
6 .,-.-

.-i'

rerather than ag a fuhbtion .of-age level is, ,ct4rper to.-maintain
*

.

this parallelism. This can, be met by rep]: it the relation "as
I . ,.

a function b-e-age level" that-was pOstutat d aboye-,'with% "within'
., -.

_ -
'an age level". This,' however, nemove$:the fOundation for 'the

4 a
argument justifying "predictable "., hooking 'ofti"rther for a

different justification, ong can sulilwe
.
that the ehars somehow

, .

shos4 predictable changes (i.e., the charts do Xne predictiOn?), v.,
-V

and that "predictable" is, axestrictive adjective here telling

something about the `kinds, of cangeS,that the chaits show.,1

-42_
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Computerized parsing aagprithms using formal grammars for

eitensive subsets 'of English dan,4Systema ically enumerate all -of

the possible ways of grOuping.tha, words in such noun-noun

modifiers
-.
ers4 .but-, ithe process s

,

usually combinatoricarly expensive
_ .

, .
.

and few computer' modelS dear with. Such ponstructiOns. Attempts
4

to' use semantic information to guide a parser to construct only

possible interpretations have beeri attempted, but nothing'- -that

begins to match the complexity of the above discussion has
4currently been implemented. In general, the techniques for

efficiently coupling syntactic and semantic knowledge.in
, -

situations are still being explored and the results are not in.

The discovery of the preferred.Anterpretation in pe above

example requires the judgment that all of the various' ways 'of.

.

`grouping the individual words in this noun -noun modifier sequence ,.
* I_

\ *

-nave implausdble,inte'rpretations in this context (what a.group"
It- ,--

- .growth chart would show) without the addftion of an additional

elliptical participant in theunderlying regNsentation (namely

what changes).. The chain of reaS6hing justifying the 'correct

choice is something like:

"I know that a h chart should show changes in
some growth paramepe at's what growth is) and not,,
changes. in growth'(at a t not directly: thatt, the
derivative of what a 'growth chart would depict), so
that must fill the "ch'angee"*role of the Change being
,discussed. f recognize "age level" as a concept, so-
that is pliohably the roie*that "age" is filling and not
a modifier of "level changes ". 'changes" is
sudh a concept also, but I can find- -a plausible
connection between "ag.e_level" and "changes" and'cannot
find one, or at least not a 'different one, between'.
"age" an& "level-changes"). To relate "age leveP' to
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"changes fin_4 growth parameter] ", cah.take,.advahtage
of furtper knowledge (or Imagination) about. growth
-chrts_kand. speculate that the.,charts might' be broken
down by "age level". That could be'the role that Nage
level" is filling. here: abut that would, violate`
parallelism of conjunction wiWthe previous phrase. I
could either. try to reiriterpretthe previous.phrase to
establish pairallelism-4or I can .try the same relation
between "age level", and "changes" that I used ,with
"uniformities" before. The latter works, so try
that. Finally, "predictable"; must modify "changes"
rather than "-age" or "age level", since I can imagine
charts somehow predicting changes more easily than
their predicting ages." .-

4

Making this justification, as complicated as it. seems, is

relatively easy compared to the steps that were required to find

it among all the other possibilities - formulating alternatives,

making negative evaluations of. some of them
,

and differential

choices among others, aud finally settling on a -chosen

interpretation or.severai likely ones.. Cl arly some readers may
4.

boggle in the face of such psage and give ,up. Others may .

...,
,

---7 have the processing capacity to carry -through the' kind 9f

analysis outlined hereo,either entirely or ,partially below the

level -of introspection. Still others may adopt_some control

strategy that does not consider a11.of the alternatives. -Some of

them may do so with Strategies that are still likely to obtain

the correct interpretation most of the time (assuming that there

iS one), while others may adopt 'erroneous strategies that -dtom
,

them to misunderstanding,- Even these latter may find_

Niqerpretations that are intellecktually satisfying to themselves,
.

'causing them to assert,tbat they understood the passage, although

what tiley have understood m be almost totally unrelated to what'

the:Passage--says.
- 4y
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To close our \discussion of the interpretation -of -this second

-
sentence, let me.point ut'that a lot of the reasoning that was

used fors selecting an intended
y
interpretation for "predictable

age -level changes" depends op 'the fact that the tided

interpretation must fit the context "group growth charts show

" in .a _Thissage,, whose topic is known to be growth (of'

something). Effectrvely, many different pos, sible interpretations

had to be hypothesized andtried/in this context for a possible
/

fit.illkt appears that below the level of conscious awareness, a

great--deal more hypothesis enumeration_and evaluatibn is going on

vwthan.one would first suspect. Current computer models tend to be

based on, the% assumption that . the amount of-such hypothesis

formation can' be -controlled by having the right dominating

"frame" or "script", sinov the .cost of considering many

alternative hypotheses on a''serial computer- is prohibitive. I

suspect, however, that this-is one of the.differences between Obe

serial computer and the human brain that is significant and that -.
q

in this respect the characteristics Of computers as models of

human p-rocessing is Misleading. Much of AI work willcontinue to

be 'focussed in this direction becaUse of the desirability .of

'getting computers to do such tasks,_ but I suspect that _valid
I.

models of human performance' will include much more parallel

evaluation of.alternative hypothets.

)
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4

The abOve discussion does not' goinfo detail at the level of

recognition of individual words and letters,-4.hut one ci*n

them with similar processes, so tiTat the overafl.reading, process

a .cascade of levels, each of whibh is,vpakIng only 'tentative.-
) -
decisions. Each_ level will be formulating, many alternative,
hypotheses that are to be partially selected by virtue .of the

degree to which they are compatible th hypotheses-at 'Other
11,

levels. For example, the syntactic component in the BEN ,,,speech

understanding system makes" many lternatile hypotheses about

-possible syntactic paths'through each of the theories that it ts
11.,

-givee by the control component to consider. Rumelhart [1977)

gives sketch of such s multi-level model based on the

hypothesis structure of the Hearsay II speech Undergtanding
--
system [Lesser et al.t 1975]

.

Thave trrted to,vgive at a fairly,concrete level'some picture--,

Of the hypothesis formation and evaluation processes that must go

on during reading although we are not normally aware of theM.

Manly of these processes-include inferences involving the kinds of

metaknowlgdge discussed by A. Brown [1978), although the

presentation, here puts those processes in a somewhat different

light. Here, ,1 would stress that although we have some knowledge

about what'we know Snd how we know it, this knowledge is based on

71--ibtrospective'observation in much the same-way th4t our knowledge

of any aspect of the world is based on observation. We do not in

. *
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-general have any privileged access to some "internal truth" ib ..p,'
It '

. .

./

this respect. We do have-an awareness of certain internal mental

events _that are perceivable in-4, much the same way that'our
J i

external sense organs perceive the,!wor104.but they "do not give us

a complete awareness of our ink rpal mental, processing, and we

have tb learn the significance Ot,what awareness they do give us.

This is pres- umably why the metacognitive abilities come rather

late in the stage of mental development.

Experiments repeatedly show that what appears to be memol$y

is in fact reconstruction and that many ''memories" about which we

are ,absolutely certain turn out to be mistaken. Thus our

Metaknowledge of what we know'and how:we know it is only as.4.go d

as the model we have built up-based on.our-obServations of ur

own performance and cannot generally be relied on ass abso ute

truth. Conversely, a correct understanding at the deba level of

how we should go about some mental process does not automatically

translate, into an ability teCarry out 'that process. -The attempts

to consciously follow a set of instructions is not the same as

fully incorporating those instructions Ant° b-hets internal

prb dures. Examples of, this phenomenon abound in such processes

ad 1 rning to drive, learning to sail, learning to 'play tchess,

to solve mathematical problems, etc. The process whereby

re Bated 'attempts to,,follow such instructions eventually

"compiles" an internal procedure for doing the7task ind the means

whereby conscious resolution, to "do it different next time".

47 _
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actually modifies such,procedures are almost totally mysteriouS.

It. is the atteMpt modeling, such (non-introspettable)

'procedures byicompu ter programs and abstracqN automata that I

believe holds the key to understanding them, and it is this

Understanding whieh is the 'key to effective . edtatidnal__

strategies.
#

I will -not pr$tend that the results' +of -Artificial
.

-

Intelligence and tural Language Processing research to date can
4 *,give ,A complete account of the processes outlined ,above.,

- However, they do provide a'veby, rich inventory of analogies out

of which one can construct hypothetical "brain computer

architectures" and reasoning strategies that might model the

information processing operations that- go, or in reading. The

major contribution whicii the AI approach has to offer, I thinWr .

is that it reveal& and makes concrete information processing

steps that one might -not otherwise,hae suspected: It can thus

serve a' very valuable function in - the investigation of .the

reading proceds. - On the other hand', one .has to b-careful in

extrapolating resul ts frm computer models to humah processes,
_ .

since certain characteristics of any computer implementation will

be determined by the- nature of the computer on which they .are

implemented and may not be_ true of the " computer" in our heads.

In certain theoretical senses, investigations of abstract
=7.

automata, such as Turing machines_and abstract neural networks

can tell us what kinds of functions various subparts of the brain

-48
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,, ,
,might perform and what their limitations- might be. However,, we

. ,

do not yet have a- complete' enough account-Of human intelligence
8

in such =terms to derive practical- results., Humans-are presumably
4

heir . to the same limitations that Turing machines-are known to

have in that'they cannot possess algorithms to-, solve formally

unsolvable 'problems, but ,beyond that we cannot begin to derive

such useful, predictions as haw much new. information- per minute
,-can humans learn, how many facts can they store and remember, or

any orthe myriad practical questions that one would like to know

to design effective- educational pedagogies.

What AI can do is serve a role very much like that which
_

theoretical physics or chemistry serve for their tAespective

fields. ft can suggest models that have theoresticalL-.

characteriagics that fit'the known data and predict unknown data.

As ...such models converge and begin to be supported by empirical

study,.they can be put to a wide range of practical.uses, such as

designing pedagOgical strategies and-training material. However,

the path between herewe are and the t to make such'191 .

predictions. will 14e uire a great deal of 4ork.

Computer models up to and, including the sentence level are

now relatively well articulated and can be used quite well for

analogies with human processing. Above the sentence level,

however, current capabilities of computer systems are limited,

and
t

recognition of the intended interpretation of stories has,,a-

number of characteristics that, make it fundamentally more

-.49%-
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, 4It than individual sentence' parsing. Aost current

t at this leyel rely pn preselected scripts that

constrain the possible interpretations of the sentences-that they

wil encounter to a microscopic fractioh of what. could otherwise

occur. 4nce huriap.beings have encyclopedic ;mounts. knowledge
.

that are drawn on and used ih "understanding What.-they read,

something much more than the current.. script -based theories will *

be required to deal ,with general human behavior. Hower,
increasing interest, in this problem by linguists, computational

-
linguists, philosophers, psychologists, and, researchers. in

artificial intelligence give promise for the development of
4-

increasingly more adequate models of the overall reading' process.

O
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